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Statement of Teaching Philosophy 

Students become interested in philosophy if they are given the opportunity to do it rather 
than just hearing about it. I focus my teaching on enthusiastically creating an environment where 
students practice doing philosophy with their peers because active learning engages students. I 
hope to lead my students to discover for themselves the many joys and benefits of philosophy. 
Because my teaching emphasis is on making my students into philosophers, my benchmark of 
success is quality student work. 

I get new students doing philosophy by using media other than philosophical essays, such 
as non-philosophical writing and visual media. For example, I use an article in The Atlantic 
about how information warfare exploits our social media sharing habits to motivate thinking 
about being justified in trusting information sources. The question is timely and relevant, but it is 
fundamentally the same problem that philosophers have long struggled to solve about whether 
one must be justified in believing that a source is reliable to be justified in believing something 
by trusting that source.  

I engage students with philosophy through interactive, often non-traditional methods. In a 
recent course, I assigned a final project of completing a welcome video for future students of the 
course. The assignment provided an engaging way for students to think carefully about what we 
did in the course, to provide an explanation as to why we did those things, and—since novice 
learners struggle to draw connections between new and old learning—integrate course content 
with the rest of their studies and life (Ambrose 2010). I make interactive digital presentations by 
adding narration and low-stakes quizzes to video clips, so that students receive immediate 
feedback that is beneficial to retaining content (Lang 2016).  

My student-as-philosopher approach has been successful with students at all levels. I use 
more brief activities in my lower-level courses than my upper-level ones, where students are 
more prepared to engage in detailed work. But I stay involved with advanced students by 
meeting with them to discuss drafts, to recommend further research, and to polish their work. I 
require that final papers in upper-level courses be of sufficient quality that students may 
immediately build on their project in future courses or submit their work to conferences. Several 
students have become philosophy majors after taking my classes, three of my students have gone 
on to present work written for my classes at professional philosophy conferences, and two have 
started graduate school in philosophy.  

I want all of my students to succeed in philosophy, so I make my courses accessible to all 
students, regardless of their background or unique abilities. I incorporate works from a diverse 
array of philosophers while respecting our philosophical heritage and introducing students to 
central problems in philosophy. Those concerns sometimes pull against each other, but I look for 
ways to demonstrate a point that I often tell my students: “Philosophy is for you.” I recently 
taught Bertrand Russell’s The Problems of Philosophy and I supplemented his chapters on 
perception with a slide show of diverse contemporary philosophers working on related issues.  

Philosophy needs to be inclusive in more ways than just gender and race, as my 
experience as a first-generation college student has made me aware. I design my courses with 
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inclusivity in mind. I use a variety of media, I do not presuppose ‘insider’ background 
knowledge, I make sure my videos are captioned accurately, I allot extra time on assignments for 
students with learning disabilities, and I encourage students to connect what we are learning in 
class with their other interests. I do not assume that students understand how to read philosophy, 
so I explicitly teach it (Concepción 2004). Similarly, I slowly and deliberately teach students 
how to write excellent argumentative papers by carefully scaffolding writing assignments of 
increasing complexity and working through Lewis Vaughan’s Writing Philosophy (2005, 2018). 
I strive to demonstrate that philosophy is for everyone. 

I constantly work to improve my teaching by participating in teaching conferences and 
workshops, regularly revisiting my course objectives and teaching strategies, and engaging with 
new research in pedagogy. I keep class fun, lively, and entertaining without sacrificing high 
standards of academic rigor. My hope is that students leaving my courses have been given not 
only the desire to continue thinking about philosophy, but also the tools to do it well. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I cited three works on pedagogy in my statement of teaching philosophy. Here are the complete 
citations: 

Ambrose, S., M. Bridges, M. DiPietro, M. Lovett, and M. Norman. How Learning Works: Seven 
Research-Based Principles for Smart Teaching. Jossey-Bass, 2010. 

Concepción, David. “Reading Philosophy with Background Knowledge and Metacognition. 
Teaching Philosophy 27:4, 351-368, 2004. 

Lang, James. Small Teaching: Everyday Lessons from the Science of Learning. Jossey-Bass, 
2016  
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Selected Comments from Student Evaluations, All Semesters 
 

The following comments are taken from student course evaluations in reverse chronological 
order.  

Comments are included from every semester I have taught. Scanned copies of original 
evaluations can be found at gregstoutenburg.com. 

 
“Dr. Stoutenburg is a great professor. Good at relating big philosophy ideas to current ideas/our 
lives.” (Spring 2018) 
 
“Dr. Stoutenburg did an excellent job facilitating class discussions, even when we didn’t want to 
speak up. [This] was one of my most enjoyable and thought-provoking classes this semester. I 
feel confident that Dr. Stoutenburg helped me fill my ‘tool box’ with techniques to make rational 
decisions and consider philosophical and thought-provoking ideas.” (Fall 2017) 
 
“Both of the classes I’ve taken from Greg (this and Metaphysics) have been among some of the 
most well taught and highest quality classes that I have taken at the University of Idaho—not just 
in the philosophy department, but flat out. I consider myself exceptionally fortunate for having 
been one of Greg’s students… Greg is an extremely patient and articulate teacher who excels at 
making even extremely difficult concepts in philosophy accessible for practically every student, 
regardless of their background.” (Spring 2017) 

 
“The instructor was happy to meet outside of class and I spent a lot of time chatting in his office. 
He seemed energetic and happy to help at all times and really seems to enjoy teaching and the 
subject matter. He balanced questions/discussion/lecturing better than any professor I have ever 
had. He appeared to be incredibly knowledgeable on every subject and explained things 
incredibly well. I think he is fantastic at 
what he does.” (Fall 2016) 
 
“Greg was extremely willing to meet with me as often as I wanted, and during our discussions he 
was always engaged and helpful in aiding my thinking. The structure of the class was perfect. 
The regular lectures that Greg gave were astonishingly good. He seemed to have complete 
command of the often confusing and complicated material and was also able to present it in a 
way that was immediately accessible to the class. Our assignments were always very clear, 
guided, and helpful in digging further into the material. This is absolutely the best class I have 
ever taken. I look forward to taking further classes from Greg in the future. I cannot stress 
enough how amazing this class was for me. It sparked an entirely new level of interest and 
passion for philosophy for me.” (Fall 2016) 

 
“Greg has a strong love for ethics and it makes me enjoy the class more than what I thought I 
would have.” (Spring 2015, hybrid course) 
 
“Greg is a fantastic teacher, 10/10! I would recommend this class.” (Spring 2015, hybrid course) 
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“Thanks for making a class that I thought I would hate into something challenging and 
interesting. I really believe that it has made me think more critically and carefully about things 
happening in the world and things I write.” (Fall 2015, hybrid course) 
 
“Amazing teacher, knows how to teach a class and the subject he teaches is spot on!” (Fall 2015, 
hybrid course) 
 
“So far my favorite professor at Iowa. You make class interesting and entertaining. You know 
what you’re talking about which makes it easier to learn.” (Spring 2014) 
 
“I was intimidated at first by the course but I stuck with it. It was by far the most enjoyable class 
I have taken at Kirkwood.” (Spring 2014) 
 
“I really enjoyed the class. I think the grading was fair and the assignments were well organized. 
Greg is a great presenter and is really, really knowledgeable. I would recommend this course to 
anyone, as long as Greg is the teacher.” (Spring 2014) 
 
“I really liked how involved he was with the class. He seemed to really care about us students by 
making sure we understood the material thoroughly. He tried to answer all of our questions. He 
provided lecture slide handouts and even did extra lecturing videos when the class was especially 
struggling with something. This made me feel very comfortable in learning the material.” 
(Summer 2013, online course) 
 
“After taking almost ten online classes at Kirkwood, I can definitely say that his involvement 
with the class is the best I have experienced.” (Summer 2013, online course) 
 
“This discussion was great. I took this class as a gen ed elective and have been more interested in 
this class than I ever thought I would be. Greg does a great job explaining things and keeps the 
discussion entertaining. We had a terrible group of students who never participated, but even 
with that Greg kept a good attitude. He was very willing to provide help outside of class to those 
who wanted it and was a very fair grader. This was an excellent discussion.” (Spring 2013) 
 
“Great teacher, I loved coming to this class. I honestly think that I could have skipped lecture 
and just gone to discussion and gotten just as much information. Great job.” (Spring 2013) Note: 
in this class I only taught the discussion section. 
 
“You are the best instructor I have had at the University of Iowa. Your teaching is great and 
helped me see different points to course content.” (Spring 2013). 
 
“Awesome TA!! By far my favorite TA I’ve had. I feel comfortable in his class and he does a 
great job at answering questions and explaining concepts. Always willing to help!!” (Spring 
2013) 
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“Greg was a great TA. The class was enjoyable and I now am certain that I want to pursue a 
philosophy major because of this class.” (Fall 2012) 
 
“He is really funny, understanding, and helpful. He does things really well and asks a variety of 
questions in different ways to encourage more participation.” (Fall 2012) 
 
“You were very helpful whenever I had questions. I really enjoyed this course and have learned a 
lot. I’m even considering a minor in philosophy.” (Fall 2012) 
 
“Although I don’t talk much, you made it very easy to meet you and you really helped me out 
with my paper. Thanks, and nice work.” (Fall 2012) 
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Exhaustive Student Comments from First-Year Seminar, Spring 2018 

Over the next few pages I provide all student comments from two courses: a lower-level course 
from the last academic year and the last upper-level course I taught. These are intended to 

supplement the selected comments from the previous pages as well as the quantitative data from 
the graphs below. I have not edited student comments, nor added or excluded any. All of my 

student evaluations can be found at gregstoutenburg.com. 
 

The following comments are all of the written comments that appeared on student evaluations for 
my First-Year Seminar, Spring 2018, at York College of Pennsylvania. The course is intended as 

an introduction to college and to college-level academic standards taught through whatever 
approach and content individual faculty members prefer. I designed my course around the topic 
of rational decision making. I have reproduced student comments verbatim, with no corrections, 

additions, or exclusions.  
 
Evaluation Prompt: Which aspects of this course were most valuable? 

 
Student Comments: 

 The discussion 
 Class discussions were always involved and helped to explain what we were learning. 
 Writing skills were improved 
 Unsure 
 The gun debate 
 The fact that we learned about every day stuff that we will have to at some point make a 

decision one. 
 Life lessons 
 Learning about transformative choices 
 I really enjoyed this course. I loved the different speakers that came in, I enjoyed the 

topic that we discussed and I enjoyed writing papers and giving a presentation. 
 I liked that we learned about multiple different topics. All books we used in class are 

relevant to life. 
 I learned how to make decisions rationally. 
 I absolutely loved this course, it’s been very helpful with acclimating to college life. 

 
Evaluation Prompt: Which aspects of this course were least valuable? 
 
Student Comments: 

 The transformative decision book 
 Unsure 
 Transformative Experience book is a little repetitive 
 Some of the book didn’t correlate to what was happening in class. 
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 Not applicable. I learned how to make decisions and manage my time better. It was very 
beneficial. 

 None 
 None 
 None 
 I think the usage of some of the purchased materials were lacking 
 Book requirements 

 

Evaluation Prompt: Please comment on the quality of instruction in this class. 
 
Student Comments: 

 Very thorough 
 Very interactive in the classroom 
 Unsure 
 The instruction in this class was very clear from the first day of school. 
 Professor Greg is a great teacher it makes the class fun and enjoyable as we learn about 

important life decisions and successful goal making and etc. 
 Professor Stoutenburg has always been accessible via email or in person. He has been 

wonderful about responding to emails promptly and has tried his best to be helpful. He 
keeps the atmosphere of the class lighthearted with his sense of humor but also makes 
sure we stay on track. 

 I enjoy the way we learn in class. For some reason, this class is the one where I have the 
least amount of notes in a journal/binder, but I still have learned a lot. 

 He is amazing at teaching. He was always straight to the point when it came to class 
material. I like teachers who implement their life experiences in their class. 

 Excellent 
 Always a fun class and Dr. Stoutenburg is always energetic and ready to teach. 

 
Evaluation Prompt: How can the instructor improve the teaching of this course? 
 
Student Comments: 

 Get rid of some of the text we had to read 
 Unsure 
 There’s nothing I believe he needs to improve on. 
 The instructor did a great job teaching the course. 
 Taught as more of a philosophy class than a first year seminar. 
 Make the prompts for the papers a bit more clear. 
 Make more students speak in class. I am a student who engages in conversation most of 

the time, if not all the time, in class, but some students never speak. A lot of our 
discussions are dry because no one wants to speak up. Today with the first round of gun 
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presentations, there were more people speaking in class than I felt like there had been all 
year. 

 I felt that sometimes the class jumped from topic to topic and it could be hard to follow. 
 I don’t know. Everything is fine the way it is. 
 He can’t. 

 
 
 
 

Exhaustive Student Comments from Theory of Knowledge, Spring 2017 

The following comments are all of the written comments that appeared on student evaluations for 
a recent course that I taught: PHIL447 Theory of Knowledge, at University of Idaho, during the 
Spring 2017 semester. I have reproduced them verbatim. Original copies of evaluations can be 

found at gregstoutenburg.com. 
 

Evaluation Prompt: The instructor was helpful to me outside of class or online learning 
environment. 
 
Student Comments:  

 When I met with him, he effectively helped me develop ideas, on top of helping with my 
understanding of ideas. 

 The instructor made himself available to student needs when applied to comprehension 
and discussion related to epistemology coursework. 

 Yes anytime I made a request for something outside of class, Greg was extremely 
courteous and conducive with helping me solve my problems. 

 I’ve always felt comfortable going to Greg’s office to just talk about an argument or 
bounce ideas off of him for papers. Greg’s door has always been open which I appreciate 
immensely, and he actively works to reach out to students outside of class to make sure 
that material is going okay and to provide comments about class discussions and 
questions that we’ve had that he wants to follow-up on. 

 Clarified questions during office hours. 
 Most professors are difficult to catch in their office. Greg was almost certainly there 

every time I stopped by…which was often. He was eager to both explain something 
better and simply discuss an interesting idea. 

 Dr. Stoutenburg was always very willing (enthusiastically so) to meet outside of class 
hours. He was flexible, and always helpful in meetings. 

 I met with the instructor several times during the semester to discuss my work in the class 
(essays, presentations, and the reading). Greg was always welcoming in person and in 
email and always provided helpful insight and resources for the task at hand. Also, he 
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was careful to keep his own views out of what was being discussed so that the student 
could form his or her own opinion, which is valuable in this sort of class. 

 Dr. Stoutenburg was always very helpful, and also very flexible about meeting outside of 
class. His door was always open if you needed extra help understanding difficult concepts 
outside of class. 

 
Evaluation Prompt: What were some positive aspects of the course that supported learning? 
 
Student Comments: 

 Small class size, tight subject matter 
 The class discussion was great, and having us turn in a short version of the final paper is 

very helpful. I didn’t know what I would think of doing the presentation, but it ended up 
being an interesting and fun project to work on. 

 The instructor was always available and willing to help. With the course material being 
rather new and difficult it was very appreciated that the instructor was always willing and 
excited to help. 

 The length of time that we met for in addition to the style of class where we could all 
form a circle opened the room up for great discussion. 

 Instructor was very very knowledgeable. 
 Both of the classes I’ve taken from Greg (this and PHIL446: Metaphysics) have been 

among some of the most well taught and highest quality classes that I have taken at the 
University of Idaho—not just in the philosophy department, but flat out. I consider 
myself exceptionally fortunate for having been one of Greg’s students, and am incredibly 
sad to see him leave Moscow. Greg is an extremely patient and articulate teacher who 
excels at making even extremely difficult concepts in philosophy accessible for 
practically every student, regardless of their background. 

 Thorough covery [sic] of material 
 This was easily the best course I have ever taken. Now, let me qualify that claim. There 

were no bells or whistles…no Prezi’s or clickers or overheads…each class was literally a 
small lecture about a topic (usually extremely current) of which we read about in the off 
time, followed by an in-depth discussion and organic conversation about ideas between 
14 invested people. Occasionally there would be a student-led presentation. Maybe it is 
my learning style, but this cut and dry format done so masterfully was absolutely 
effective in allowing me to understand and work through incredibly complex topics. I felt 
as if I were a part of a team trying to understand things together. I cannot say enough 
about how well the discussions were facilitated or how excited I was to come to class. 
Greg did the simple stuff well and it resulted in the best classroom experience I have had 
since attending U of I. Hands down. 

 Dr. Stoutenburg’s Theory of Knowledge course is the model of what a philosophy course 
should be. Stoutenburg provided us with a comprehensive study of contemporary 
epistemology, without sacrificing any amount of depth. His clarity in presenting the 
material made even the most difficult of topics or readings immediately accessible. His 
personal knowledge of the material is almost unbelievable: ask a question and he 
provides an answer, a reply to the answer, names of authors who have written on the 
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subject, and other relating ideas. More than this though, he has passion which clearly and 
immediately infects those students lucky enough to have taken his class. If anyone were 
to have doubts about what power or interest or relevance the study of epistemology could 
have, I would immediately recommend them this course to remedy that, because what Dr. 
Stoutenburg has created is not just a philosophy class, it is a paradigm shift. 

 Each reading was well placed and contributed to understanding contemporary debates in 
epistemology. I found several differing views compelling over the course of the semester, 
which made me really have to evaluate my own views critically. 

 Dr. Stoutenburg did his best to make sure every student had the best understanding of the 
material possible. Students were always encouraged to ask questions and inquire further 
about readings and assignments. 

 
Evaluation Prompt: What aspects and/or content of the course could be improved to better 
support learning?  
 
Student Comments: 

 Keep offering focused courses at upper division. 
 A lower level course in this subject would have helped with my overall understanding of 

the material. 
 I am a big fan of less assignments across the span of a semester that I can focus more on. 

The assignments that this class had were very doable, but rather than making sure that I 
have this busy work done for the week, I’d rather turn in a short paper every two or three 
weeks. 

 If Greg were to stay at UI! 
 Nothing comes to mind. 
 My only criticism is that the 3 hour classes once a week in the afternoon felt tiring after a 

long day. Two classes a week would be better in the future. 
 The course structure was made to be once a week for three hours. I don’t think the 

content of the class quite fits that structure. 
 Lectures were held once a week for 2.5 hours. This had its pros and cons. It allowed for 

deeper conversation, which is a great thing to have in a philosophy course. But there were 
also long periods of time between each session. I think the pros outweigh the cons, but 
it’s something to think about. 

 N/A Professor Stoutenburg always did his best to make sure students grasped the difficult 
concepts. 
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Summary of Teaching Evaluation Data 

 
Note: The following pages present selected student evaluation data in reverse chronological order from the 
York College of Pennsylvania, University of Idaho, University of Iowa, Kirkwood Community College, and 
Kirkwood Community College Distance Learning. I present charts to show evaluation results at a glance. For 
brevity, I used only evaluation prompts that ask questions about instructor performance.  
 
Complete student evaluation data, including copies of original student evaluation forms, is available at 
gregstoutenburg.com. 
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York College of Pennsylvania 
2017-2018 

 

 
 
Courses: First-Year Seminar (years 2017 and 2018, three sections), Critical Thinking (2017, two sections), and Introduction to Philosophy (Spring 
2018, three sections). 

 
Evaluation Prompts: 
Instructor Rating: “Overall rating of instructor” 
Course Requirements: “Course requirements were clearly defined” 
Provided Feedback: “The instructor provided prompt feedback” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

First-Year Seminar 2017-2018 Critical Thinking 2017-2018 Introduction to Philosophy 2018

Instructor Rating Course Requirements Provided Feedback
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University of Idaho 
2017-2018 

 

 
 
Courses: Metaphysics (PHIL446, Fall 2016); Environmental Philosophy (PHIL452, Fall 2016); Belief and Reality (PHIL241, Spring 2017); Theory 
of Knowledge (PHIL447, Spring 2017) 
 
Evaluation Prompts: 
Would recommend instructor: “Likelihood you would recommend this instructor to others” 
Instructor clarity: “Clarity of instructor’s explanations” 
Stimulates interest: “Instructor’s ability to stimulate interest in the course topics” 
Presentation quality: “Presentation of course material by instructor” 
Instructor overall: “Overall, how would you rate this instructor’s performance at teaching this course?” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Metaphysics Environmental Philosophy Belief and Reality Theory of Knowledge

Would Recommend Instructor Instructor Clarity Stimulates Interest Presentation Quality Course Quality Instructor Overall
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University of Iowa 

2012-2014 
 

 
 
Courses: Philosophy and the Just Society (as TA, Fall 2012, two sections); The Meaning of Life (as TA, Spring 2013, two sections); Introduction to 
Philosophy (Instructor of Record, Fall 2013 and Spring 2014). 
 
Evaluation Prompts: 
Would recommend instructor: “I would recommend a course taught by this instructor to other students” 
Course atmosphere: “This instructor creates an atmosphere in which ideas can be exchanged freely” 
Instructor interest: “The instructor seems interested in teaching this course” 
Instructor feedback: “I know what improvement is needed from feedback on tests/assignments” 
Encourages discussion: “I am encouraged to participate in class discussion” 
Instructor availability: “Help is available outside class if I have questions” 

 
 
 
 

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Philosophy and the Just Society The Meaning of Life Introduction to Philosophy

Would Recommend Instructor Course Atmosphere Instructor Interest Instructor Feedback Encourages Discussion Instructor Availability
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Kirkwood Community College 
2012-2014 

 
Kirkwood Community College stopped taking evaluations for online courses in 2014. As a result, I do not have student evaluation data for several 
online courses that I have taught. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Evaluation Prompts: 

Would recommend instructor: “I would recommend this instructor to a friend interested in this course” 
Classroom atmosphere: “The professor created an open and inviting learning environment” 
Instructor enthusiasm: “The instructor appeared to enjoy teaching this class” 
Encourages participation: “I am encouraged to participate in class” 
Instructor preparedness: “The instructor is prepared for each class” 

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Basic Reasoning Introduction to Ethics

Would Recommend Instructor

Classroom Atmosphere

Instructor Enthusiasm

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Basic Reasoning Intro to Philosophy

Encourages Participation

Instructor Preparedness

Instructor Clarity

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Basic Reasoning (Online)

Instructor Availability

Encourages Communication

Frequent Feedback

Courses: Basic Reasoning (Fall 2013); 
Introduction to Ethics (Spring 2014) 

Basic Reasoning (Fall 2012); 
Introduction to Philosophy (Spring 2013) 

Basic Reasoning (Online, 
Summer 2013) 
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Instructor clarity: “My questions are answered fully and completely” 
Instructor availability: “The instructor was available for communication” 
Encourages communication: “Communication with the instructor was encouraged” 
Frequent feedback: “The instructor frequently provided feedback on my performance” 
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Commendations and Awards 

Teaching Award 

I received this award in 2013 from the University of Iowa Council on Teaching. Candidates are nominated by 
their students and winners are selected based on their overall teaching record. The University of Iowa employs 
over 2,000 graduate students and gives 30 awards, recognizing roughly the top 1-2% of teaching assistants. 
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Research and Outreach Award 

The award criteria specify that the award is based both on outstanding research and contributions to community 
engagement. My work with the Iowa Lyceum was recognized along with my scholarship. Two awards are given 
every year: one selected from among all graduate students in the Arts and Humanities (me), and one from the 
sciences. The University has over 3,500 graduate students. 
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Teaching Recommendation 

The following letter was written as a confidential letter of recommendation from Dave Hunt, Director of 
Distance Learning at Kirkwood Community College. Dave generously offered to let me add the letter to this 
portfolio. 
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Sample Syllabi 

 
In this section I offer some sample syllabi from courses I have taught, and in the case of a course I have not 
taught, these syllabi outline how I would teach the course (at least the first time).  
 
The section is organized in two parts: introductory courses and upper-level courses. The division is partly 
arbitrary and each syllabus would need to be modified to fit a department’s teaching needs. For each section, I 
offer at least one full syllabus that outlines grading, assignments, and other syllabus essentials. For subsequent 
courses that would be taught at the same level, I offer only a reading outline because the assignments and 
policies would be similar. All syllabi have been trimmed of college policies for the sake of brevity, but I always 
include them in my actual syllabi, along with information about academic accommodations, how to get writing 
or tutoring help, academic honesty, and guidelines about technology use. 
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Introductory Courses 

Introduction to Philosophy 
 

Introduction to Philosophy 
PHL 221.101 

Spring 2018, MWF 8:00-8:50 AM, HUM 142 
 
Instructor: 
Gregory Stoutenburg, PhD 
gstoutenburg@ycp.edu 
gregstoutenburg.com  
HUM 159 
 
Office Hours:  
M 11-1, T 2-3:30, W 11-12, Th 2-2:30 or by appointment 
Thursday office hours are held at Create Café. I will buy 
a coffee for the first student who arrives! 
 

Phone: 
717-815-1292; cell: 484-336-6182 
 
Course Description 

This course is an introduction to the methods of philosophical thinking and some of the topics that have 
occupied philosophers over the course of recorded history. Emphasis in the course will be placed on central, 
influential topics that maintain their contemporary relevance. These include the nature of the self, the adequacy 
of the reasons we have for believing much of what we believe, and what principles serve as the intellectual 
foundation for a just society. The texts we will read spread through antiquity (Plato, Zhuangzi) to philosophers 
still alive today (Perry). The course will also place heavy emphasis on developing proficiency in analytical 
reading and writing. 
 
Required Texts  
There are five required texts for the course. Other assigned readings will be available on Moodle. 
Vaughan, Writing Philosophy. Oxford University Press, 2006. ISBN 978-0-19-517956-9 
Russell, The Problems of Philosophy. Reprint: Hackett. ISBN 978-0-87220-098-2 
Perry, A Dialogue on Personal Identity and Immortality. Hackett, 1978. ISBN 978-0-915144-53-2 
Plato, Republic. Trans. C.D.C. Reeve. Hackett, 1992. ISBN 978-0-87220-136-1 
Zhuangzi, The Essential Writings. Trans. Brook Ziporyn. Hackett, 2009. ISBN 978-0-87220-911-4 
 
While I have made every effort to keep textbook costs to a minimum while assigning high quality versions of 
texts, there are other versions out there, including on the public domain, for even less cost than these versions. 
However, assigned page numbers will not match with those of alternative texts and translations will differ.  
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Grade Breakdown 
Online discussions = 15% 
Exams = 20%  
   Midterm Exam = 8% 
   Final Exam = 12% 
Quizzes (4 total)= 20% 
Final Paper = 25% 
Paper Broad Outline and Topic = 5% 
Paper Detailed Outline = 5% 
Short Assignments = 10% 

 
 
 
 

Total = 100 

 
Detailed requirements and expectations will be provided for each assignment in separate documents, well 
before the assignment in question is due. 
  
Short Assignments comprise a variety of brief assignments, including in-class writing prompts, reading quizzes, 
and argument summaries and evaluations. I will drop three zero grades for Short Assignments. Short 
Assignments that are completed on time and with obvious effort will receive 100 points. 
 
Quizzes periodically evaluate student learning of course material from the preceding few weeks. These will be 
taken online, outside of class. These quizzes are a low-stakes opportunity to find out what you do and do not 
understand in order to help you prepare for the rest of the course. 
 
Your Final Paper provides the opportunity to apply their critical thinking skills to a substantive issue by arguing 
for a controversial thesis. You will be provided with the issue and sources for writing your paper, but your 
thesis will be up to you. 
 
Attendance will not be graded separately and non-attendance will not be directly penalized by me in any way.  
However, I will take attendance, and students who miss too many classes will likely be contacted by the 
College. Students who (1) improve over the duration of the course, (2) consistently submit quality work, and (3) 
regularly attend and participate in ways helpful to class may receive a rounding-up to the nearest grade at the 
end of the semester. To participate in class in a helpful way involves coming to class prepared, asking questions 
about material that seems unclear, excellent attendance, and being free from distraction. 
 
Late Policy 

Late work will be assessed a penalty of one full letter grade per day late. A “day” starts the minute after an 
assignment is due. Late online discussion contributions will not earn any credit. 
 
The midterm cannot be retaken after I have discussed the results of the exam in class, and the final exam cannot 
be taken late because instructors are required to submit final grades very shortly after exam time. 
 
The paper outline assignments will not earn credit if submitted when the paper itself is due or after that time. 
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Student and Instructor Expectations 
Student Expectations Instructor Expectations 

--Treat your classmates and instructor with respect. 
--Participate in class. 
--Take risks: try out an answer, test an idea! It is 
more important to listen and think carefully than it is 
to offer an uncontroversial opinion. 
--Keep your phone and computer put away unless we 
are doing an activity that requires it. 
--Do your work on time. 
--Reach out to your classmates and instructor if you 
are struggling. 
--Check your ycp.edu email and Moodle regularly. 

--I will be on time for class, every class. 
--I will use time effectively. 
--I will provide feedback in sufficient time that you 
can use it for further relevant work. 
--I will be prompt in replying to student queries. 
--I will be patient, understanding, and fair. 
--If I make a mistake (for example, in scheduling), I 
will never correct it in a way that puts you at a 
disadvantage. 
--I will treat you as a responsible adult. (Many of the 
course policies you have read are connected to this 
promise.) 

Brief Statement of Teaching Philosophy 
My teaching is centered on the idea that students learn philosophy by doing it, so I strive to create an 
environment where students practice doing philosophy with their peers. This involves using lots of active 
learning exercises that put students at the front of their own learning and encourages them to learn how to think 
critically on their own. 
 
Course Outcomes 
In addition to satisfying the GenNext requirements, successful students will be able to: 

 Describe and evaluate the views and arguments discussed in class 
 Effectively argue for one’s own position in a polished philosophical essay 

Course Schedule 
Your final exam is Monday, May 7, from 8:00-10:00 am.  
Two of your Short Assignments, which you can complete at any time in the semester, are to attend TWO events 
as part of the Humanities Lecture Series, and to write a reflective paragraph about the experience. See Moodle 
for details. 
 
Week 1 
 1/17: Course overview 
 1/19: Russell ch. 1. SA: syllabus quiz. You must earn 100% on this to submit future assignments. 
Week 2 
 Discussion Forum 1 
 1/22: Vaughan ch. 1. 
 1/24: Russell chs. 2-3 
 1/26: Vaughan ch. 2 
Week 3 
 Discussion Forum 2 
 1/29: Logic overview. No new reading. 
 1/31: Russell ch. 4 
 2/2: Continue discussion on Russell 
Week 4 
 2/5: Russell ch. 5; Quiz 1 due (Moodle). 
 2/7: No in-class meeting. Moodle assignment. 
 2/9: Russell ch. 6 
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Week 5 
 Discussion Forum 3 
 2/12: Russell ch. 7 
 2/14: Continue discussion on Russell 
 2/16: Russell ch. 15 
Week 6 
 Discussion Forum 4 
 2/19: Descartes, First Meditation (reading online) 
 2/21: Descartes, Second Meditation (reading online) 
 2/23: Perry, First Night 
Week 7: Winter Break 2/26-3/2 
Week 8 
 Discussion Forum 5 
 3/5: Perry, First Night (continued)  
 3/7: Perry, Second Night 
 3/9: Perry, Second Night (continued) 
Week 9 
 Discussion Forum 6 
 3/12: Perry, Third Night; Quiz 2 due (Moodle) 
 3/14: Perry, Third Night (continued) 
 3/16: Locke selection (reading online) 
Week 10 
 Discussion Forum 7 
 3/19: Hume selection (reading online) 
 3/21: Review of personal identity 
 3/23: Midterm review day; review study guide and come prepared with questions 
Week 11 
 3/26: Midterm Exam. HUM 15. 
 3/28-4/2: No class. Resume 4/4. 
Week 12 
 4/4: Plato, Book I 
 4/6: Plato, Book II  
Week 13 
 Discussion Forum 8 
 4/9: Continue discussion of Books I-II; Quiz 3 due (Moodle) 
 4/11: Plato, Book III 
 4/13: Plato, Book IV 
Week 14 
 Discussion Forum 9 
 4/16: Review of Books I-IV, the central problems in Republic 
 4/18: Vaughan chs. 3-4 
 4/20: Plato, Books IX and X 
Week 15 

4/23: Review Plato, introduce Zhuangzi. Reading: Zhuangzi Glossary (pp. 213-220). Broad outline and 
paper topic approval due. 
4/25: Zhuangzi ch. 1 
4/27: Zhuangzi ch. 2 

Week 16 
 Discussion Forum 10 
 4/30: Zhuangzi ch. 3; Quiz 4 due (Moodle); Detailed paper outline due. 
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 5/2: Last day of class: Class recap and final exam review 
Week 17: Final Exam Monday, May 7, from 8:00-10:00 am, in HUM 15. Final paper due at same time. 
 
Miscellaneous 

 It is not necessary to contact me in advance about coming to office hours. I will be there! On Thursdays, 
I will hold office hours at Create Café (the coffee stand in the Humanities Building). I am able to meet 
with you outside of office hours. Just contact me for an appointment! 

 My office hours are your first and primary resource for getting answers to your questions, especially 
questions about course content. If there is something that you need help with, our time will be most 
productive if you are able to say a little about what is giving you trouble. 

 I return emails within one business day of receipt. If you do not hear a reply from me within that time 
window, call me. 

 
Course Grade Schedule 
At York College final grades are entered on a 4-0 scale rather than an A-F scale. The following are the 
College’s definitions of each grade in half-point increments. 
 
4 (Excellent) 93-100%: This grade denotes accomplishment that is truly distinctive and decidedly outstanding. 
It represents a high degree of attainment and is a grade that demands evidence of originality, independent work, 
an open and discriminating mind, and completeness and accuracy of knowledge, as well as an effective use of 
the knowledge. 
3.5 (Very Good) 88-92%: This grade denotes mastery of the subject matter. It represents very good achievement 
in many aspects of the work, such as initiative, serious and determined industry, the ability to organize work, 
and the ability to comprehend and retain subject matter and to apply it to new problems and contexts. 
3 (Good) 83-87%: This grade denotes considerable understanding of the subject matter. It represents a strong 
grasp and clear understanding of the subject matter and the ability to comprehend and retain course content. 
2.5 (Above Average) 78-82%: This grade denotes above average understanding of the subject matter. It 
represents a good grasp of the subject matter and the ability to comprehend and retain course content. 
2 (Average) 70-77%: This grade denotes average understanding of the subject matter. It represents the grade 
that may be expected of a student of normal ability who gives the work a reasonable amount of time and effort. 
1 (Below Average) 60-69%: This grade denotes below average understanding of the subject matter. It represents 
work that falls below the acceptable standard. 
0 (Failure) 59% or below: This grade denotes inadequate understanding of the subject matter. It signifies an 
absence of meaningful engagement with the subject matter and that the student is not capable of doing or 
understanding the work or has made little or no effort to do so. To comply with Federal financial aid 
regulations, the instructor must report the last date that the student attended. 
 
I (Incomplete): The student may request permission from the instructor to receive an incomplete prior to the 
final examination and must present extraordinary reasons for the petition. The Instructor should have a written 
record of the required work the student must do to complete the course. Any grades of “I” not removed within 
two calendar months after the end of the semester will automatically be changed to “0” in the Records Office. 
Grades of incomplete should only be provided to students who have completed a substantial portion of all 
course requirements. 
W (Withdrawal): Students are permitted to withdraw from courses without penalty up to the ninth Friday of the 
fall or spring semester. Corresponding deadlines are set for all other semesters (e.g., summer sessions). 
P (Pass): This grade denotes passing in special Pass/Fail courses. 
F (Fail): This grade denotes failure in special Pass/Fail courses.  
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Introduction to Philosophy: Supplemental 

In this section I provide some sample assessments and notes that I give students. 
 
Introduction to Philosophy: Short Writing Assignment Example 
 
[I regularly give short writing assignments that get students in the text and working to understand philosophy 
for themselves. Here is an example of such an assignment that uses Bertrand Russell’s The Problems of 
Philosophy:] 
 
Summarize the argument that concludes (on p. 11), “The real table, if there is one, is not immediately known to 
us at all, but must be an inference from what is immediately known.” Follow the guidelines in Vaughan ch. 1. 
 
Introduction to Philosophy: Online Discussion Forum Guidelines 
 
[I sometimes supplement a face-to-face class with an online discussion forum where students discuss matters 
related to course content. Students think of detailed, interesting ideas that they are happy to share online, but are 
often more reluctant to share in class. The following are guidelines I provide students for how their discussion 
contributions will be assessed.] 
 

The minimum amount of participation to earn full credit for a discussion is one original post and two 
replies. Replying to someone else’s reply to your original post counts. All posts will be graded on their overall 
quality. Depth, clarity, and cohesion are the measures of quality. Posts should be deep rather than superficial; 
posts should be clear rather than unclear; and posts should be cohesive in that the thoughts they express are 
complete and relevant. Try to imagine yourself having a productive conversation with classmates. 
 Avoid the temptation to give lazy replies. A lot of discussion forums have replies that say little more 
than, “I agree with you, that’s such an important point” and that’s it. Such posts add nothing to the discussion. 
In course discussions, we are attempting to analyze materials we have read and thought about: help each other 
accomplish this by expanding on and critiquing each other’s posts. 
 As a general tip, remember that you are contributing to a conversation. Try to make your contributions 
as valuable as possible by making all of your posts substantive, clear, and cohesive. 
IMPORTANT: So that discussion replies can be made in a timely fashion, original discussion posts are due 
each Wednesday at 11:59 PM. Replies are due by Saturday at 11:59 PM. Late posts and replies will not 
receive credit. 
 
Here are some guidelines as to how your posts will be assessed: 

Discussion Grade Description 
A Student made an original post and two replies. All three are 

substantive, clear, and cohesive 
B Student made an original post and two replies. Posts are 

overwhelmingly substantive, clear, and cohesive, but there may be 
parts of posts that are harder to follow than others. 

C Student made an original post and two replies. Posts are relatively easy 
to follow, but not written well enough to make a clear contribution to 
the discussion. 

D Student made an original post and two replies, but their quality is poor: 
the posts are hard to read, seem hastily written, and contribute little to 
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the conversation. Or student did not make all of the required posts, and 
what was posted is of poor quality, but still somewhat understandable. 

F Student did not make all required posts: an F grade is equivalent to not 
participating in the discussion in a meaningful way. There may be no 
posts at all: but if there are posts, they did not contribute to the 
discussion. 

 

 
Introduction to Philosophy: Midterm 
 
Multiple Choice—45 pts total, 7.5 pts each; Short Answer—25 pts total, 12.5 pts each; Long essay—30 pts 
 
Multiple choice questions are adaptive, which means that you will receive immediate feedback on your answer. 
If you got the question wrong, you can select another answer for fewer points. [Students took this exam in a 
computer lab. I set up the multiple choice questions in the ‘adaptive’ way just mentioned. I want exams to 
provide forward-looking feedback for students in addition to being useful for assessment, which is why I prefer 
that multiple-choice quizzes be adaptive.] 
 
Multiple Choice Questions 
 
1.  A deductively valid argument can have any of the following except… 

(a) true premises and a false conclusion 
(b) true premises and a true conclusion 
(c) false premises and a true conclusion 
(d) false premises and a false conclusion 

 
2.  According to Bertrand Russell, is the following argument deductively valid? 
 
 It appears to me that there is a table before me: one that is rectangular, hard, and brown. 

I do not detect anything that is likely to mislead me into falsely believing that there is a table with these 
properties when the table actually has different properties, or if there is no table at all. 

 Therefore, there is a rectangular, hard, brown table before me. 
 
3.  Following Descartes, Russell argues that… 

(a) It is possible that there could be an evil demon tricking us into forming false beliefs about reality on 
the basis of what we know about appearances, therefore our beliefs about appearances are more certain 
than our beliefs about mind-independent reality.  
(b) There is an evil demon tricking us into forming false beliefs about reality on the basis of what we 
know about appearances, therefore we don’t know anything. 

 (c) We might be dreaming, therefore we don’t know anything (except that we exist) 
(d) It is possible that there could be an evil demon tricking us into forming false beliefs about reality on 
the basis of what we know about appearances, therefore we cannot know anything about reality. 

 
4 
Which of these is the best description of idealism—the view attributed to Berkeley in Russell’s “Problems of 
Philosophy”? 
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(a) All that exists are minds and ideas in minds. There is a ‘public’ world outside of your individual 
mind, but that world is made of mental stuff, not matter. 
(b) All that exists are minds and ideas in minds. What you think of as a ‘public’ world outside of your 
individual mind is just appearances. There is no reason to think that anything exists outside of one’s own 
mind. 
(c) All that exists is material. Materialism states that everything that exists reduces to physical stuff. 
Even what we think of as mental, like thoughts and feelings, really just amount to physical things. 
(d) All that exists is ideals, thus the name “idealism”. According to idealism, optimism is better than 
pessimism, and idealism also contrasts with realism. 

 
5 
 
How does Weirob argue that it is impossible to establish ‘same body, same soul’ by observing those two things 
regularly connected? 
 

(a) Because no one can observe souls, so no one can observe that body and soul are regularly connected. 
(b) Because one can only observe body and soul being regularly connected after the death of the body. 
(c) Because ‘same body, same soul’ is established a priori, not by observing them connected. 
(d) Because it is possible for the same body to be inhabited by different souls. 

 
6 
 
Which of these is the clearest example of reasoning to the best explanation (or inference to the best 
explanation)? 
 

(a) Astronomers observe unusual patterns in planetary bodies in the night sky. The most likely 
hypothesis as to why that happens is that those bodies are orbiting the sun, even as our planet orbits the 
sun. Therefore, that hypothesis is (probably) true. 
(b) Most Republican voters polled favor permitting state-sanctioned religious activities. Therefore, most 
Republican voters overall favor permitting state-sanctioned religious activities. 
(c) If sausage is made from pork, then Abraham won’t eat it. Sausage is made from pork. Therefore, 
Abraham won’t eat it. 
(d) Watches are complicated, orderly, serve a purpose, and were designed. Likewise, the universe is 
complicated, orderly, and serves a purpose. So, the universe was probably designed. 

 
Short Answer Questions 
These questions can be satisfactorily answered in a detailed sentence or two: 

 
The duplication problem (think Ryker) attempts to show that there is a problem for psychological views of 
personal identity. Describe a view of personal identity that is open to the duplication problem. (In other words, 
describe a theory of personal identity against which one could raise the duplication problem.) 
 
Describe one of the arguments that attempts to show that substrata are impossible. 
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Long Essay 
 
Answer one and only one of the following questions. If you answer more than one, only the first will be graded. 
At the start of your essay, indicate which prompt you are addressing: A, B, or C. 
 
Prompt A. 
 
Present Russell’s argument that anything that we know about the external, mind-independent world must be 
inferred from what we know about appearances. Evaluate that argument, making explicit what you think about 
the matter and why you think it. 
 
Prompt B. 
 
Present Descartes’s wax argument, making explicit Descartes’s conclusion about how the nature of physical 
objects is known. Does Descartes’s argument provide any insight that may be useful for understanding the 
nature of personal identity? Argue for your answer. 
 
Prompt C. 
 
Explain Weirob’s argument that appealing to real memory as what secures personal identity is circular. Is there 
a better way to understand ‘real memory’ such that it is useful for providing an account of personal identity? 
 
 
Introduction to Philosophy: Notes 

[I rely on students to take their own notes, but near the end of a content unit I like to provide students with a 
big-picture narrative to help connect different areas that we covered within the unit, thereby making sense of 
why we covered what we did, when and how we did it. The following are the notes I provided students near the 
end of our selective reading of Bertrand Russell’s The Problems of Philosophy.] 

 
Notes on Russell 

 
Russell begins by asking: of what can one rightly be so certain that it is impossible to doubt it? 
Answer: not what we typically think. Ordinarily we think that beliefs about physical objects are indubitable. But 
careful attention to the nature of experience reveals that we perceive things as though they have contradictory 
properties. From one angle, the table appears trapezoidal; from directly above, rectangular. The table is not both 
a trapezoid and a rectangle, since that is impossible. So, my experience of the table does not present me with the 
table as it really is. Something else is going on. 
 
There is a difference, then, between appearance and reality. The first question to settle is: why think that there is 
any reality at all beyond appearance? We will need to give an argument for the claim that there is a reality there. 
And whatever that argument is, it certainly won’t be deductively valid. After all, it’s surely possible—that is, 
imaginable, conceivable—that we could have just the appearances that we do have while there is no reality out 
there answering to appearances.  
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So, we need an inductive argument. Russell thinks the best bet is an argument to the best explanation. He says 
some stuff about the cat. I’m not convinced it’s a good argument. But his argumentative strategy is clear: if the 
best hypothesis that explains appearances is that there is a real world out there, then, well, that’s the thing that’s 
rational to believe. 
 
It’s a second question as to what the nature of that reality is. tl;dr—a lot of the properties in experience don’t 
directly match up with the nature of reality as science informs us about it. In some ways, the world remains 
mysterious and experience is special. 
 
The project is still to figure out how knowledge of reality is possible. Once Russell has limited us to the 
resources that are available in appearance—that is, once our only resources are just those things that are beyond 
the possibility of doubt—there is not much to go on to secure knowledge of an external world. All we have is 
what’s given in acquaintance.  
 
Surely we can know that there are things that exist even though we are not acquainted with physical objects 
(right?). So, we must have that knowledge through another means. Russell proposes that what we know, but 
which we do not know by acquaintance, we instead know by description. 
 
Illustration: the police know that the burglar is 5’10, muscular, was wearing a Spongebob mask, and took off in 
a 1978 Gremlin. 
 
In a perfectly clear sense, the police know exactly who did it. They have descriptive knowledge of the burglar. 
They know that the person who did it is the person who matches the description. 
 
It could be worse: sometimes they don’t even have a description. In any case, it will take more than that sort of 
knowledge to catch the burglar. Anyway, Russell thinks that knowledge of ordinary physical objects is kind of 
like that. Your knowledge that trees exist comes to something like: There are things that cause my sensation of 
greenness, bark-appearance, etc… 
 
All of the things that serve as descriptors in the description are items of acquaintance. That’s how knowledge by 
description is built upon knowledge by acquaintance. 
 
We could avoid all of this trouble by denying Russell’s assumption about experience: namely, Russell’s belief 
that the content of experience is exhausted by how things appear. Direct Realists say that experiences often 
involve ‘external’ parts. The trouble there is epistemological: you would not be able to tell whether you were 
having a ‘real’ experience or an unreal one, since all you’re aware of is the character of the experience. 
 
Oh, induction. We rely on it all the time, but we can’t justify it in a non-circular way. The following is a circular 
argument: 

I used induction one time and it worked out. 
I used induction another time and it worked out. 
I used it yet a third time and it worked out. 
…Every time I have used induction it has worked out. 
Therefore, induction is reliable. 

The trouble is that the principle that licenses the inference from those premises to that conclusion is the 
inductive principle itself. That’s cheating, and cheating is not allowed. 
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Introduction to Ethics 

(Note: This syllabus reflects how I last taught the course in Spring 2016 at Kirkwood Community College.) 
 
Textbooks:   
The Fundamentals of Ethics, 3rd ed, by Russ Shafer-Landau: Oxford University Press, 2015.  
The Ethical Life, 3rd ed, edited by Russ Shafer-Landau: New York: Oxford University Press, 2015. 
 
Grade Breakdown: 

Assignment Value Total 
Short Assignments (Quizzes, Short Papers, 
Talon Discussions) 

30% 30% 

Paper 1 12% 42% 
Paper 2 18% 60% 
Exam 1 18% 77% 
Exam 2 (Final Exam) 22% 100% 

 
Course Schedule: [Note: the schedule layout is different here because this is from the syllabus template that 
Kirkwood Community College requires for all courses.] 

Date Reading/Assignment 
Weeks 1-2 (1/17-30) 
Overview of the course, 
introduction to philosophical 
argumentation, and other 
course success essentials. 

Reading: Fundamentals, Introduction.  Descartes, Meditations.  

Weeks 3-5 (1/31-2/20)  
What is a Good Life?  
Objective and Subjective 
Theories of Value: Hedonism, 
Desire Satisfaction, and Other 
Proposals. 

Readings:  
Fundamentals, Chapters 1-4. 
Life, Jean Kazez, “Necessities”; Chris Heathwood, “Faring Well 
and Getting What You Want”; John Stuart Mill, “Hedonism”;  
Assignment: 
Paper 1, Value Theory Topics (Due Friday, February 26) 

Weeks 6-10 (2/21-3/26)  
[No class 3/13-20] 
Theories of Right Action: 
Divine Command Theory, 
Egoism, Consequentialism, 
and Deontology 

Readings: 
Fundamentals, chapters 5, 7-11, 15-16. 
Life, Plato, “Euthyphro”; J.J.C. Smart, “Extreme and Restricted 
Utilitarianism”; W.D. Ross, “What Makes Right Acts Right?” 
Assignment: 
Exam 1 (Thursday, March 24) 
Paper 1, Normative Ethics Topics (Due Friday, April 1.  
Seriously.) 

Weeks 11-13 (3/27-4/16)  
Metaethical Issues: 
Relativism, Error Theory, 
Nihilism, and Objectivism 

Readings: 
Fundamentals, chapters 19-21. 
Life, J.L. Mackie, “The Subjectivity of Values”; David Enoch, 
“Why I Am an Objectivist about Ethics (And Why You Are, 
Too)” 
Assignment: 
Paper 2, Metaethics Topics (Due Friday, April 22) 

Weeks 14-16 (4/17-5/3) 
Applied Ethics 

Readings: 
TBD 
Assignment: 
Paper 2, Applied Ethics Topics (Due Friday, May 6) 

 Final exam, Thursday, May 5, from 7:00-8:55pm. 
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First-Year Seminar 

How to Make Life-or-Death Decisions 
Gregory Stoutenburg, PhD 
gstoutenburg@ycp.edu  
HUM 159 
Office Hours: MW 10:00-11:30; TTh 11:00-12:00, 
or by appointment 
717-815-1292; cell: 484-336-6182 
Fellow: Kayla Cartwright; kcartwr4@ycp.edu 
 
Course Description 

You, personally, make decisions on a daily basis that could result in achieving your dreams or bringing your life 
to a quick end. Your choices now have effects on your life later, making available certain future courses of action 
and eliminating certain other possibilities, to say nothing of the effects of our actions on other people. Less 
dramatically, you are one major step into a course of executing an extremely important life decision: the decision 
to go to college. Many of our decisions are literally life-or-death: should you have children? Should you ever 
travel by car? Should you own a firearm for self-defense? Agree to a medical procedure that invites a non-zero 
risk of death? Some of our decisions are not quite as obviously weighty, but are nevertheless extremely important: 
should you get drunk at this weekend’s house party? Encourage a friend to do so? And such decisions can lead 
back to life-or-death ones: should you drive home afterward? In this course we will examine, for ourselves, the 
subject of how to figure out what one ought to do. Put differently, we will attempt to answer the question: in 
general, how should I make decisions about my life? It is a piece of common sense that we are able to make such 
decisions, and that, when it comes to our decisions, we ourselves are answerable to no one. That may be: but it 
does not follow that most of our decisions are good for us. So, there is work to be done on the topic of figuring 
out how to make decisions. 
 
Working through our topic will involve studying works that involve several disciplines, including philosophy, 
logic, economics, decision theory, psychology, and sociology. We will approach the topic through a few 
controversial (or halfway controversial) topics in contemporary society. The two broad topics are guns and 
alcohol, and we will explore connections from those topics to others, including health, liberty, pleasure, and 
rights. Just about everyone has some opinion on issues in this vicinity, and the topics in question should be 
personally relevant to people just like you. 
 
Required Texts  
I highly recommend that students shop around for textbook prices. Also consider renting the Harrington text 
rather than buying it (if you want to save money, that is). It is easy to find ways to rent that book for under $20. 
--Student Success in College: Doing What Works, 2nd Ed. Christine Harrington.  
ISBN: 9781285852171. “SS” 
--Transformative Experience. L.A. Paul.  
ISBN: 9780198777311. “TE” 
--The Gun Debate: What Everyone Needs to Know. Philip Cook and Kristin Goss.  
ISBN: 9780199338993. “GUN” 
--Beer and Philosophy. Ed. Steven Hales. ISBN: 9781405154307. “BEER” 
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Grade Breakdown 

2 Papers = 30% 
   Paper 1 = 12%;  
   Paper 2 = 18% 
Peer Reviews = 15% 
Short Assignments = 35% 
Group Presentation = 20% 

 
 

Total = 100 

 
Detailed requirements and expectations will be provided for each assignment in separate documents.  
Short Assignments comprise a variety of brief assignments, including in-class writing prompts, reading quizzes, 
and argument summaries and evaluations. I will drop three zero grades for Short Assignments. Short 
Assignments that are completed on time and with obvious effort will receive 100 points. 
Attendance will not be graded separately and non-attendance will not be directly penalized by me in any way. 
However, I will take attendance, and students who miss too many classes will likely be contacted by the 
College. Students who (1) improve over the duration of the course, (2) consistently submit quality work, and (3) 
regularly attend and participate in ways helpful to class may receive a rounding-up to the nearest grade at the 
end of the semester. To participate in class in a helpful way will require having read the assigned material 
enough to be an informed participant, will involve asking questions about material that seems unclear, near 
perfect attendance, and requires not being distracted by electronic devices and side conversations. 
 
Late Policy 

Late work will be assessed a penalty of one full letter grade per day late. A “day” starts the minute after an 
assignment is due. That means an assignment is worth zero points four days after it is due. The late policy does 
not apply to Peer Review requirements and Group Presentations. Those cannot be made up if late. 
 
A Note on Student Responsibility 
Students are responsible for their own learning. If you miss class or find yourself slipping behind, please reach 
out! You can contact a classmate, your Fellow, or me for help. You are not alone! I hold regular office hours 
and I am always willing to find time outside of those hours to meet with you about anything we discuss in class 
and to explore ideas. Never hesitate to reach out! 
 
Course Outcomes 
This course is designed to satisfy all FYS Program Learning Outcomes, which are posted separately on Moodle. 
In addition to those outcomes, successful students will fairly present opposing issues on a position, critically 
evaluate those positions, and creatively present a positive position on an issue, while relying on rigorous 
standards of evidence. Students will demonstrate this proficiency through written assignments and 
presentations. 
 
Schedule 
The schedule shows what you should expect for a given day of class. Assignments are due on the date under 
which they appear.  
 
One short assignment is for going to an instructor’s office hours and submitting a reflective paragraph about the 
experience. See the dropbox on Moodle for more information. 
 
The following schedule is tentative. 
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Week 1 
1/18: Introductions; basics of first-year seminar; overview of course 

 SA: Syllabus quiz. You must earn 100% on this to submit future assignments. 
Week 2 
 1/23: How to succeed in this course; college-preparedness discussion  

Read SS, pp. 1-13; 17-24. Do Quick Quiz 1.1, 1.2, and 1.4 
1/25: Can we rationally make important decisions? 

 Read TE, ch. 1. 
Week 3 
 1/30: Factors in making important decisions  

Read TE, ch. 2 
2/1: TE, ch.2 (con’t) 

Week 4 
 2/6: NO CLASS 
 2/8: Writing Papers 
 Read SS pp. 116-128; do Quick Quiz 4.1 
Week 5  

2/13: Important life choices  
Read TE, ch. 3 

 2/15: Being an Engaged Learner Presentation (?) 
Week 6 
 2/20: Realizing your ideal self 
 Read TE ch. 4 
 2/22: Revising written work 

**Bring paper drafts to class for peer review** 
Week 7: Winter Break (2/25-3/3) 
  
Week 8 
 3/6: TBD 
 3/8: Working in Groups 
 Read SS p. 142-145; do Quick Quiz 4.4 

We will form groups that will do a presentation together. Groups will meet and talk about what they 
would like to do, and assign roles. 

Week 9 
 3/13: Ready, Set, Registration presentation 
 3/15: Guns! **First paper due** 

Read GUN ch. 1 and your Student Handbook for the YCP policy on weapons. 
Week 10 
 3/20: Read GUN ch. 2 

Read the US Supreme Court Decision on District of Columbia versus Heller: 
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/554/570/; also read Scalia’s opinion and Breyer’s dissent 
3/22: Gun violence; how to read a peer-reviewed study 

 Read GUN ch. 3, read SS pp. 24-33. 
Read Webster et. al, “Effects of State-Level Firearm Seller Accountability Practices on Firearm 
Trafficking”, available here: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2704273/. Do the 
Research Worksheet on Moodle. 

Week 11 
 3/27: Gun violence and article study, continued 
 No new reading 

3/29: NO CLASS. Spring Break. 
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Week 12 
 4/3: Gun sales and distribution; gun regulation 
 Read GUN chs. 5-6 

4/5: Effectiveness of gun regulation 
Read GUN chs. 7 and 12. We will not discuss ch. 12 much in class, but it will be useful for your group 
presentations. 

Week 13 
 4/10: Guns wrap-up discussion; Following-through and finishing strong 
 Read SS pp. 88-108; do all of the Quick Quizzes in that section (3.1-3.5) 

4/12: **Group presentations** 
Week 14 
 4/17: **Group presentations, continued** 

4/19: Due dates are approaching quickly! Stress management 
 Read SS pp. 176-182 
 Decisions concerning alcohol: pleasure 
 Read your Student Handbook for YCP’s policies on alcohol on campus. 

Read BEER ch. 7 
Week 15 
 4/24: Friendship, new experiences, and alcohol 
 Read BEER chs. 9 

4/26: **Bring paper drafts to class for peer review** 
Week 16 

5/1: Alcohol use and overall health 
 Read Friedmann, “Alcohol Use in Adults”, available here: 
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMcp1204714 ; complete Research Worksheet (moodle) 
5/3: Alcohol and sexual assault in college; last day of class 
Read Abbey, “Alcohol-Related Sexual Assault: A Common Problem among College Students”, 
available here: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4484270 ; complete Research 
Worksheet (moodle) 
**Final papers due in class**   
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Upper-Level Courses 

Metaphysics 

(Note: This syllabus reflects how I taught this course in Fall 2016. I have also included the guidelines that I 
provided students for their presentation and commentary, one of the quizzes, and the grading guidelines for the 
quizzes.) 
 
Because the student group in this run of the course were overwhelmingly advanced philosophy majors, I had 
students write conference-length papers and comment on each other’s work. The assessment structure was as 
follows: 

Short paper = 15 (~1,500 words) 
Final paper = 35 (3,000 words) 
Quizzes (2 total) = 25 (12.5 each) 
Presentation and comments = 25 (15 for presentation, 10 for comments) 

 
Textbooks:  
Metaphysics: Contemporary Readings. Ed. Michael Loux, Routledge Press, ISBN: 978-0-415-96238-4 
Metaphysics: A Contemporary Introduction. Michael Loux, Routledge Press, ISBN 978-0415401340 
 
Reading List: 

Weeks 1-2, Universals 1: Realism 
Ch. 1 
Russell, “The World of Universals” 
Price, “Universals and Resemblances” 
 
Weeks 3-4, Universals 2: Nominalism 
Ch. 2 
Williams, “The Elements of Being” 
Armstrong, “Universals as Attributes” 
 
Weeks 5-7, Particulars 
Ch. 3 
Williams and Armstrong, again 
Allaire, “Bare Particulars” 
Van Cleve, “Three Versions of the Bundle Theory” 
 
Weeks 8-10, Modality 
Ch. 4 
Kripke, “Identity and Necessity” 
Ch. 5 
Lewis, “Possible Worlds” 
 
Weeks 11-13, Causation 
Ch. 6 
Hume, selection from A Treatise of Human Nature 
Ewing, “Cause” 
Anscombe, “Causality and Determination”  
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Metaphysics: Supplemental 

 
Presentation and Commentary Guidelines 

 
The following guidelines apply to the presentation and comments you will give as part of your grade for the 

course.  Constructing a good philosophy presentation and providing useful critical commentary are as difficult 

as they are rewarding.  Both are essential for anyone who wishes to continue to graduate school in philosophy, 

and the skills developed through the activity are applicable in any job that involves analyzing and 

communicating about ideas. 

 

The Presentation 
The presentation should include enough material to talk for about ten minutes without interruption.  

However, expect to be interrupted by questions and comments from classmates.  The presentation should 

consist of a very brief summary of some argument or issue covered in the assigned reading, following by your 

take on the issue for the bulk of the presentation.  Your original contribution can consist in diagnosing a flaw in 

an argument, providing an improved argument for a thesis defended in the reading, identifying core similarities 

between allegedly opposed views, or a number of other approaches.  The work you do in your presentation can 

be developed in the paper(s) that you will write for the course, so a good presentation can make further work 

easier.  There are a lot of ways to do good original work through your presentation.  There is only one sure-fire 

way to do a bad presentation, and that is to merely summarize the reading.  Presentations that merely summarize 

cannot earn higher than a B grade.  After you have finished delivering your presentation, you will lead a 

question-and-answer session with the class discussion.  You will be expected to participate substantially in that 

further discussion, including questions addressed specifically to the content of your presentation. 

 Prior to your presentation, you must schedule a time to meet with me.  At our meeting, we will discuss 

your presentation transcript or your detailed outline, depending on how sure you are of what you want to 

present.  There is a decent chance that your notes and intended presentation will need some revising in light of 

our talk.  It probably will not consist in any drastic changes, but do the revisions anyway: small changes add up 

to significant improvements.   

 
Commenting 
Your job as a commenter is to provide helpful, critical feedback on a classmate’s presentation.  Do not 

underestimate the difficulty of this task.  It is hard and time-consuming to write good comments on someone 

else’s work.  You must be both charitable and critical, finding important problems and ignoring unimportant 

ones.  Your commentary should take around five to ten minutes, and should very briefly summarize the 

presenter’s main contribution.  All or overwhelmingly most of your time delivering comments should be 
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devoted to critically evaluating your classmate’s original work.  Most of the time, this will consist in finding 

flaws with your classmate’s argument.  That is an important part of writing comments, but it is not the only part.  

Also consider whether there are ways to help improve your classmate’s argument that do not significantly 

depart from the presenter’s basic intent behind his or her argument.  Occasionally, someone is entirely 

convinced by someone else’s argument.  It does not happen often, but if you find yourself in this situation, you 

may simply attempt to extend the presenter’s ideas by showing how his or her argument can be applied to some 

other important philosophical problem, or developing the presenter’s ideas in some similar way. 

 After you receive the presenter’s presentation, you will draft your commentary.  It will be tempting to 

write far too much than what can be delivered in five to ten minutes.  Keep it short and to the point.  For what 

it’s worth, it takes me about ten minutes to read eight hundred words, and the end of this sentence marks seven 

hundred words in this document.  So, you should aim to write around a page to a page-and-a-half, depending on 

your speed of delivery.  (Do not attempt to make up for notes that are too long by talking fast.)  While your 

remarks will be generally critical in nature, approach them in the voice of someone who is searching for the 

truth alongside the presenter.  Philosophers have a generally unearned reputation for being hostile to one 

another.  Do not attempt to emulate this in your commentary, but critical remarks expressed respectfully are 

welcome. 

 Once your transcript is finished, send it to both the presenter and me.  We will engage in further 

discussion that may prompt some revision to your comments. 
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Sample Quiz 
 
Your quiz consists of a few (roughly 3-6) short essays written in response to a few detailed prompts.  If you are 

able to offer highly detailed replies to all of the prompts below, that will be sufficient for doing well on this 

quiz.  It is vital that answers be detailed.  Grading will be based largely on the level of understanding that is 

demonstrated by writing clear, careful answers to essay questions.  Be sure to define terms that are unfamiliar to 

a common audience, explain concepts with examples, avoid metaphor and figures of speech, and do not expect 

the reader to fill in the blanks to understand what you mean.  Expect the sum of your answers to encompass a 

few pages.  See my guide on writing a philosophy paper for more details. 

 

Write a brief essay on any four of the following prompts: 

1. Describe two regress arguments that have been used to challenge realism.  Are those regresses vicious?  
Why/why not? 
 

2. Demonstrate that this principle is false: “When ‘X is F’ is meaningful, ‘X’ denotes an individual and ‘F’ 
denotes a universal”; in other words, the principle says that all predicative expressions denote universals.  

 
3. How may an austere (resemblance) nominalist analyze properties?  Give an example.  What problems 

may accompany that analysis? 
 

4. Suppose there is a property (whether a universal or a defined nominalistic property) being a thought.  Is 
this property mind-dependent?  Explain. 
 

5. Explain metalinguistic nominalism, the problem(s) it was designed to solve, and one potential problem 
for the view.  How does metalinguistic nominalism differ from austere nominalism? 
 

6. Using Williams’ lollipop example, explain how a trope-theoretic analysis of resemblance is similar to 
yet different from both a realist account of resemblance and an austere nominalist account of 
resemblance. 
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Quiz Grade Guidelines 
 

Essay Grade Description 
A Essays in the A range are written clearly, thoroughly answer the entire 

prompt, have few spelling and grammatical errors or none at all, and 
demonstrate a thorough understanding of the assigned texts.  What they 
say in response to the prompt is correct and thorough, and the 
arguments contained in them are to the point and do not suffer obvious 
defects. 

B Essays in the B range are generally clear, but less so than A essays.  
They answer all or nearly all of the prompt in a thoughtful way, 
although less fully or accurately than A essays.  There may be minor 
spelling or grammatical errors.  B essays still demonstrate a thorough 
understanding of the assigned texts.  B essays may contain minor 
mistakes in what they say is the correct answer, and the arguments 
continued in them are generally good, though slightly less so than A 
essays. 

C Essays in the C range are less clear and thorough than B essays, but are 
still clearly focused on addressing the prompt in a satisfactory way.  
The use of assigned texts in C essays is somewhat more selective, and 
does not as clearly demonstrate a mastery of the text.  There are serious 
mistakes in the answer, and evaluative arguments are either missing or 
defective. 

D Essays in the D range are like C essays that are more disorganized: 
they still demonstrate having done the reading, but struggle to make a 
clear point, and there may be lots of errors that make them difficult to 
read.  These essays demonstrate vague familiarity with the topic, but 
not enough to state the issues correctly or evaluate them. 

F Too many spelling or grammatical mistakes make these impossible to 
read; they do not demonstrate that the assigned texts were read, they 
are often unfocused, making no coherent point. 
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Epistemology 

Subtitle: Knowledge and “Knowledge”-Talk 
PHIL 447 

Spring 2017, W 3:30-6:00, ADM 326 
 
Gregory Stoutenburg, PhD 
gstoutenburg@uidaho.edu 
484.336.6182 
ADM 205J 
Office hours: T 11:00-1:00, W 1:15-3:15 
 
Description 

Epistemology, or theory of knowledge, is one of the oldest areas of study in philosophy.  In this course, we will 
first cover some fundamental topics in epistemology before moving to devote sustained attention to the 
contemporary debate surrounding the semantics and pragmatics of knowledge attributions: sentences of the 
form “S knows that p.”  There is an awful lot that we do and say with knowledge claims, so it is no surprise that 
epistemologists have spent significant effort debating about what our knowledge claims mean and what we do 
with them.  In many ways, contemporary debates about the semantics and pragmatics of knowledge attributions 
parallel earlier debates about the analysis of knowledge, which makes the study of this topic fruitful for 
understanding critical metaepistemological issues as well as contemporary work about the roles of knowledge-
talk.  
  
Required Textbooks 

Fumerton, Richard.  Epistemology.  Wiley-Blackwell, 2006. 
 
All other readings will be available on the course website. 
Because this is an upper-level course in philosophy, emphasis will be placed on the sophisticated discussion of 
important philosophical works.  It is critically important that students come to class having read the assigned 
text closely and as many times as necessary to understand the work well enough to discuss it intelligently.  
When it comes to training in philosophy, there is simply no substitute for informed critical discussion among 
peers, so we will emphasize precisely that. 
 
Grade Breakdown 

Short paper = 20 (~1,500 words) 
Final paper = 30 (3,000 words) 
Quizzes (2 total) = 25 (12.5 each) 
Presentation = 15 
Q&A Questions = 5 
Position Summaries = 5 

 
 

Total =100 

 
Requirements for each assignment will be provided in separate documents, but I will describe Position 
Summaries requirement here.  These will be assigned as needed when we shift areas of focus in class.  The 
assignment is simple: as clearly as possible, state a thesis under discussion.  For example, one Position 
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Summary will ask you to describe epistemic contextualism.  These will be graded on a pass-fail basis.  Three 
incompletes will be dropped automatically. 
 
[Other requirements are the same as for Metaphysics, so they have been excised from this Portfolio.] 
 
Schedule 

Week 1, January 11 
Introducing our Central Problem: The Skeptical ‘Paradox’ 
Fundamentals 1: The Analysis of Knowledge and the Structure of Knowledge 
Fumerton, chapters 1-3 
 
Week 2, January 18 
Fundamentals 2: Internalism and Externalism in Epistemology, Skepticism 
Fumerton, chapters 4-7 
 
Week 3, January 25 
“Knowledge” in Ordinary Language 
Malcolm, Moore and Ordinary Language 
Chisholm, Philosophers and Ordinary Language (reply to Malcolm) 
Brown, Words, Concepts, and Epistemology 
 
Week 4, February 1 
Semantic Hypothesis 1: “Knowledge” is Ambiguous 
Malcolm, Knowledge and Belief 
Harrison, Mr. Malcolm on ‘Knowledge and Belief’ 
 
Week 5, February 8 
Semantic Hypothesis 2: Contextualism 
Lewis, Elusive Knowledge 
Unger, chapter 1 of Philosophical Relativity 
 
Week 6, February 15 
Contextualism More Precise 
DeRose, Contextualism and Knowledge Attributions 
Cohen, Contextualism, Skepticism, and the Structure of Reasons 
 
Week 7, February 22 
Contextualism and Apparent Contradiction 
DeRose, Single Scoreboard Semantics 
Feldman, Comments on ‘Single Scoreboard Semantics’ 
 
 Quiz 1 due March 1 
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Week 8, March 1 
The Contextualist Error Theory and a Contextualist Reply 
Schiffer, Contextualist Solutions to Skepticism 
Cohen, Contextualism and Unhappy-face Solutions 
 
Week 9, March 8 
Semantic Hypothesis 2: Strict Moderate Invariantism 
Grice, Logic and Conversation 
Rysiew, The Context-Sensitivity of Knowledge Attributions 
Brown, Contextualism and Warranted Assertibility Maneuvers 
 
Week 10: Spring Break (March 13-17) 
 
Week 11, March 22 
Strict Moderate Invariantism and Knowledge-Denials 
Nagel, Knowledge Ascriptions and the Psychological Consequences of Thinking about Error 
Gerken, Epistemic Focal Bias 
 
Week 12, March 29 
Strict Moderate Invariantism and Traditional Epistemology 
Hawthorne, selections from Knowledge and Lotteries on moderate invariantism and lotteries 
 
 Quiz 2 due April 5 
 
Week 13, April 5 
Semantic Hypothesis 3: Subject-Sensitive (Moderate) Invariantism 
Stanley, introduction and chapters 2-3 of Knowledge and Practical Interests 
Hawthorne, chapter 4 of Knowledge and Lotteries 
 
Week 14, April 12 
Subject-Sensitive Invariantism and Contextualism 
DeRose, The Ordinary Language Basis for Contextualism, and the New Invariantism 
Stanley, chapter 6 of Knowledge and Practical Interests 
 
 Short Paper due April 19 
 
Week 15, April 19 
Semantic Hypotheses 4 and 5: Contrastivism and Hidden Indexicals 
Schaffer, The Contrast-Sensitivity of Knowledge Attributions 
Hofweber, Contextualism and the Meaning-Intention Problem 
 
Week 16, April 26 
Semantic Hypothesis 6: Relativism 
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Richard, Contextualism and Relativism 
Macfarlane, The Assessment Sensitivity of Knowledge Attributions 
 
Week 17, May 3 
Semantic Hypothesis 7: Skeptical Invariantism 
Unger, A Defense of Skepticism 
Davis, Knowledge and Context: Loose Use 

Recommended: Dinges, Skeptical Pragmatic Invariantism 
Recommended: Chung, Could Knowledge-Talk Be Largely Non-Literal? 

 
 Final Paper due Wednesday, May 10 
 
 
Course Outcomes 

Students will develop an understanding of important concepts in epistemology. 
 
Students will demonstrate their understanding of epistemology in detailed, creative work that synthesizes their 
past and present philosophical education. 
 
Students will develop expert analytic skills through reading, writing, and speaking according to standards of 
philosophical rigor. 
 
Students will develop expert communication skills by presenting original work that meets standards of 
philosophical rigor and verbally critiquing each other’s oral presentations. 
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Environmental Philosophy 

(Note: This syllabus reflects how I taught the course in Fall 2016.)  
 
Textbook:  
Reflecting on Nature: Readings in Environmental Ethics and Philosophy. 2nd ed. Oxford University Press, 2013. 
ISBN: 978-0-19-978243-7. 
 
Grade Breakdown:  

Final paper = 50 (3,000 words) 
Quizzes (3 total) = 35 (12 each) 
Nature Experience Project = 15 

 
= 100 (Total) 

 
The Nature Experience Project required students to take a technology-free trip outdoors for at least two hours 
and follow up with answering questions about the experience in journal one day after the trip and one week 
after the trip. 
 
Reading List: 
Week 1, Issues in Environmental Philosophy 
Naess, from “The Basics of Deep Ecology” 
 
Weeks 2-4, What is Nature? 
Mill, “On Nature” 
selection from “Genesis” 
selections from Aristotle 
Locke, from “The Second Treatise of Government” 
White, “The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis” 
Plumwood, from “Being Prey” 
*Naess, “The Shallow and the Deep, Long-Range Ecology Movement” 
 
Weeks 5-6, The Value of Nature 
*Rolston, “Naturalizing Values: Organisms and Species” 
*Callicott, “Non-Anthropocentric Value Theory and Environmental Ethics” 
Leopold, from “The Land Ethic” 
 
Weeks 7-10, Our Obligations to Nature 
Ross, chapter 1 of “The Right and the Good” 
Mill, selection from “Utilitarianism” 
Routley, “Is There a Need for a New, Environmental Ethic?” 
Goodpaster, from “On Being Morally Considerable” 
Elliott, “Normative Ethics” 
Callicott, from “Beyond the Land Ethic” 
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Weeks 11-14, Consumption and Use 
Mill, from “Principles of Political Economy” 
Berry, from “The Ecological Crisis as a Crisis of Agriculture” 
Foer, from “Eating Animals” 
Hurst, “The Omnivore’s Delusion” 
Singer and Mason, from “The Ethics of What We Eat” 
Diamond, “Eating Meat and Eating People” 
Pluhar, “Meat and Morality: Alternatives to Factory Farming” 
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Twentieth Century Ethics 

Textbook: Ethics: History, Theory, and Contemporary Issues, 6th ed, edited by Cahn and Markie: Oxford 2015. 
 
(The assessment structure for this course mirrors the structure of Metaphysics, above.) 
 
Reading List: 
 
Weeks 1-2, Introductory Concepts 
Metaphilosophical Presuppositions and Metaethical Terminology 
Cognitivism and Noncognitivism 
Objectivism vs. Subjectivism, Absolutism vs. Relativism 
Facts and Values 
Motive Internalism and Reason Internalism 
 
Weeks 3-5, Objectivism 
Moore, Non-Naturalism and the Indefinability of the Good 
Mackie, The Subjectivity of Values 
Brink, Moral Realism and the Sceptical Arguments from Disagreement and Queerness 
Harman, selection from The Nature of Morality 
Sturgeon, Moral Explanations 
 
Weeks 6-8, Subjectivism and Subjective Relativism 
Hume, selections from Treatise and Enquiry 
Brandt, chapter VI of A Theory of the Good and the Right. 
Firth, Ethical Absolutism and the Ideal Observer 
Railton, Facts and Values 
Nagel, The View from Nowhere 
 
Weeks 9-10, Noncognitivism 
Stevenson, The Emotive Meaning of Ethical Terms 
Hare, The Structure of Ethics and Morals 
 
Week 11, Contractarianism 
Harman, Moral Relativism Defended 
Gauthier, Why Contractarianism? 
 
Weeks 12-14, Consequentialism and Deontology 
Smart, Extreme and Restricted Utilitarianism 
Williams, Against Utilitarianism 
Nozick, Side Constraints 
Ross, What Makes Right Acts Right? 
Nagel, Moral Luck 
Jeske and Fumerton, Relatives and Relativism 
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Week 15, Virtue Theory 
Aristotle, selection from Nicomachean Ethics 
Annas, Being Virtuous and Doing the Right Thing 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued on the next page.)  
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Philosophy of Language 

Textbook: none 
 
(The assessment structure for this course mirrors the structure of Metaphysics, above.) 
 
Reading List: 
Weeks 1-3, Frege and Russell on Meaning 
Frege, On Sense and Reference 
Russell, On Denoting 
Donnellan, Reference and Definite Descriptions 
Searle, Proper Names 
 
Weeks 3-5, The Externalist Turn 
Putnam, Meaning and Reference 
Burge, Individualism and the Mental 
Searle, selections from Intentionality 
G. Russell, selections from Truth in Virtue of Meaning 
 
Weeks 6-8, Propositional Attitudes 
Quine, Quantifiers and Propositional Attitudes 
Kripke, A Puzzle about Belief 
Segal, selection from A Slim Book about Narrow Content 
 
Weeks 9-10, Speech Acts 
Austin, Performative Utterances 
Searle, The Structure of Illocutionary Acts 
Goldberg, selections from Assertion 
 
Weeks 11-13, Implicature 
Grice, Logic and Conversation 
Bach, Conversational Impliciture 
Davis, selections from Implicature 
 
Weeks 14-15, An Application: Semantics of Knowledge Attributions 
DeRose, Contextualism and Knowledge Attributions 
Rysiew, The Context-Sensitivity of Knowledge Attributions 
Davis, Knowledge and Context: Loose Use 
 


